Head in the Cloud

Bemused!
An unusual tour in
an amazing museum!

Is your phone like another arm to you? Your tablet a family
member? Let’s reflect together on our digital lives!

the past and try to guess their
functions. Parents, explain what
their real uses were.

Cloud is very much a solid!
› The
Find cables, antennas and images

Educational Program Presented by

of data centers where our emails
and cat videos reside. What is the
transportation method used for
the vast majority of our data?
Pay our robots a visit. Look
at those that work, those that
entertain us and those that help us
at home or in school: which is your
favorite?

Once Upon a Time...

MLab Creaform
Technological and museological
experimentation laboratory





Passes available at the information desk
Schedule: from Thursday to Sunday,
10:15 am to 4:15 pm
Capacity: 30 people

Robotics, electronics, 3D creation, micro:bit…
What will you try today?
Enter our digital experimentation laboratory and
take up creative technological challenges!

GROUND FLOOR

Head in
the Cloud

Basement

changes very fast…
› Technology
Children, find 5 objects from

›

People of
Quebec...
Then and Now

THE DISCOVERY ZONE

People of Quebec... Then and Now
What do you know about Québec?

›

Once Upon a Time...
Costume workshop


Find:
• A flute that can play two
melodies at once (called a
flageolet);
• The guitars and the aviator
glasses of André “Dédé” Fortin.

the jukebox, a coin-operated
› Find
device that plays music, all lit up

and ready to play! Today, what object
replaces this fabulous machine?





Schedule: Saturdays and Sundays, from 10 am to 5 pm
For children aged 3 to 10, accompanied by an adult
Capacity: 60 people
Duration: 40 minutes

Step into the shoes of your best-loved
fairytale characters in a setting worthy
of the finest picture books. A fabulous
world brimming with magic that’s
truly... fantastic!

MLab
Creaform

Venenum: a Poisonous World

1st FLOOR

Being a Group in a Museum

Poisons are everywhere in nature and they have been part of
the whole of human history. Live and stuffed animals, intriguing
objects and huge images allow exploration of this strange and
fascinating world.

Observe.
More than
Meets the Eye!

When you arrive, your group leader will explain
the behaviour expected of your group and remind
you of it when necessary. She or he will guide your
group throughout the visit.

the fangs on the skeletons of a rattlesnake
› Compare
and a viper.
you have enough breath
› Would
to use the giant blowpipe?
like Harry Potter, you
› Just
wonder what a bezoar

Venenum:
a Poisonous
World

Exhibiting Museum Behaviors
Be a model visitor!
• Walk and speak calmly:
- Move through the Museum in
small groups.

is useful for? Find one,
mounted on a ring, and read
the text to learn it.

• Get some perspective! Keep an
arm’s length between your body
and the museum objects or
installations.

This is Our Story

This is our Story

First Nations and Inuit in the XXIst Century

Draw on all your senses and tap into your curiosity in this
exhibition designed for children and families. Solve some
mysteries to find your way and see everything.

Come meet the Amerindians and Inuit of today.
Having lived for centuries on the territory of Québec, they tell us
their story, our story.

on the Key Challenge! Find the six hidden keys in the
› Take
room. The clues will help you… get the answers at the end

an interactive journey with Yänariskwa,
› Take
a Huron-Wendat boy, and discover some

of the exhibit!

› Which animal is hiding in the Cave?
the Seek and Find Game in the Attic. How many
› Play
objects can you find?

objects and traditions that are still part
of our lives. Will you be able to meet
the challenges set by the guardians of
aboriginal knowledge?

the objects that reflect the
› Among
cultures and rich history of these nations,
find the model of an ancient Iroquoian
village and locate:
• The garden where corn, beans and
squash grow
• The canoe for fast travel

• You may not drink or eat in the exhibition halls.
• Please do not knock on vivariums and
aquariums.
Thank you for your cooperation and enjoy
your visit!
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Observe. More Than Meets the Eye!

• Photos:
- No flash;
- No photos allowed in the This Is Our Story
exhibition hall.
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